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FICTION

ROBE RT S E ETHALE R
Robert Seethaler tells the story of cable car
worker Andreas Egger – a man out of
time who enjoys happiness, suffers sorrow,
and in the end comes to look back with
amazement on the years that have
made up his life. It’s a simple and deeply
moving story – the story of a lifetime.
Robert Seethaler
Ein ganzes Leben
A Lifetime

© Urban Zintl

When Andreas Egger comes to the valley where he will spend the rest of his life he is
about four years old, but no one knows for sure. Stocker the mountain farmer reluctantly
takes him on, and Egger grows up to be an accomplished farmhand; all that remains of his
origins is a vestigial recollection of warmth. As a young man, he joins a team of labourers
to build one of the first mountain railways — bringing light and noise to the valley along
with electricity. Then comes the day when he witnesses old Hörnerhannes narrowly evade
death and sets eyes for the first time on Marie, the love of his life. But he will lose her soon
and they won’t be reunited until many years later, when the world beyond the valley has
long changed and Egger is facing his final journey.

160 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
July 2014

Robert Seethaler
born in Vienna in 1966, is
a multiple award-winning
author and screenwriter.
His novel Der Trafikant was
published to great public
acclaim. Ein ganzes Leben
is his first book under the
Hanser Berlin imprint.
Seethaler divides his time
between Vienna and Berlin.

Jumped on the bestseller list instantly after publication
»Do yourself a favour and read this book. It is food for the soul — so quiet,
so subtle, yet with resounding reverberations.«

Christine Westermann, WDR

»A magnificent author who moves us so profoundly with an unforgettable book.«
Elke Heidenreich, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

»He has now succeeded in crafting a book which has to be described as more poignant
and harrowing than anything written in a very long time.«

Sales to Foreign Countries
France (Sabine Wespieser), Italy (Neri Pozza), Netherlands (De Bezige Bij), UK/USA (Picador)

Christoph Schröder, taz

»Every nuance, every word, every sentence – everything is precisely in place.
An admirable achievement for such a slim volume.« Elmar Krekeler, Die Welt
1 F I CTI O N
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We’ve all experienced moments when it feels
like our whole world is falling apart and there’s
no safe haven in sight. It’s those moments – and
their repercussions – that Karen Köhler sets out
to capture in her vibrant short stories. Ecstatic,
rich in imagery, laconic and close to the bone.

© Julia Klug

© Peter-Andreas Hassiepen

Two solitary gentlemen walk the beach,
deep in discussion. Charlie Chaplin and
Winston Churchill – two leviathans of world
history – were as different as chalk and
cheese, yet the impoverished tramp and
the great statesman became close friends.
In Michael Köhlmeier’s intriguing new novel
they experience the century together.

STO R I E S

Michael Köhlmeier
Zwei Herren am Strand
Two Gentlemen
on the Beach

It wasn’t exactly love at first sight, but after their first encounter in the thirties they
never lost touch with one another. Churchill and Chaplin were both blessed with fame, yet
they were great depressives who repeatedly suffered prolonged episodes of melancholy
and struggled to overcome them — one by becoming the greatest comedian in history, the
other by leading his country through the war against Adolf Hitler. It was a battle they both
fought to the bitter end: one through his masterpiece, The Great Dictator, the other by mobilizing a spirit of dogged resistance that swept the whole country along with him.
With the unerring eye of the first class imaginative raconteur, Michael Köhlmeier recognized what this incredible couple represents: nothing less than the complete history of
the 20th century, spanning art and politics, comedy and tragedy.

Longlisted for the German Book Prize 2014
»Michael

Köhlmeier has written an enchanting novel about the remarkable friendship
between Charlie Chaplin and Winston Churchill. The story is so well-told the fiction
appears more plausible than the naked facts.« Uwe Wittstock, Focus

256 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
August 2014

Michael Köhlmeier
was born in 1949 in Hard
am Bodensee; he lives and
writes in the Vorarlberg town
of Hohenems and in Vienna.
Köhlmeier’s previous novels,
including Abendland (2007),
Madalyn (2010) and most
recently Die Abenteuer des
Joel Spazierer (2013), as
well as the poetry volume
Der Liebhaber bald nach
dem Frühstück (Edition Lyrik
Kabinett 2012) have also
been published by Hanser.

Karen Köhler
Wir haben Raketen
geangelt
Fishing for Rockets

A young woman sits at a gas station in Death Valley, destitute and thirsty to the point
of dehydration. When an Indian brave appears telling her he wants to save her life, she
thinks she’s hallucinating. But next thing she knows they’re sharing an outsize burger,
going to the casino together and ending up in the sort of run-down motel that looks like
something from a movie set.
Afloat with buoyant melancholia and dramatic lightness, Karen Köhler’s short stories
take us from the civilization of Western Europe to the desert and the Siberian wilderness.
Whether it’s a woman in a cancer ward with a Cuban commandante as her companion or
a female animator running away from her life on a cruise ship: all her characters are first
class survivors.

»Looking for stories that’ll keep you warm on the coldest night? Want to play cowboys
and Indians again? How about rockets? It’s all here – and more!« Saša Stanišicˇ
»There’s no question: this is a masterpiece of virtuousity.«

240 pages. Hardcover
with unique design
Publication date:
August 2014

Karen Köhler
was born in Hamburg in
1974. She studied acting at
the Academy of Music and
Theatre in Berne, returned
to Hamburg in 2008 and
works as a playwright and
illustrator. She is the recipient of numerous awards
including the Hamburg
Literature Bursary. Wir
haben Raketen geangelt is
her debut novel. Find her on
twitter: @KareninaKoehler

Ursula März, Die Zeit

»A stunning achievement; sublimely entertaining and written with unparalleled sleight
of hand. If there were such a thing as literary justice, Michael Köhlmeier would have as
many prizes raining on him as there are corpses lining the route of his wicked hero.«
Michael Maar, Die Zeit on Die Abenteuer des Joel Spazierer

Sales to Foreign Countries
Madalyn: France (Actes Sud), Norway (Bokvennen)
Idylle mit ertrinkendem Hund: Bosnia-Herzegovina (Buybook), France (Actes Sud),
Netherlands (Ailantus), Spain Castilian/Catalan (Rayo Verde), UK/USA (Ariadne)
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C HARLE S LEWI N S KY
Winter 1944. The Bavarian Alps are –
still – an oasis of peace. The ideal place
to make a film – and far enough away from
Berlin to survive. In the wake of Melnitz and
Gerron, Charles Lewinsky presents another
sophisticated, historically coherent novel
full of breathless suspense.
Charles Lewinsky
Kastelau

© Lukas Maeder

As 1944 draws to an end and the Allied Forces close in on Berlin, a UFA film crew does
whatever it takes to escape the threat of extinction facing the capital. Under false pretences, they manage to procure a contract for a purportedly war-related film project and
relocate to the remote mountain village of Kastelau near Berchtesgaden. Lied der Freiheit
(Song of Freedom) is to be a propaganda film that will encourage the German populace to
hold out against the advancing enemy – at least that’s what people are meant to believe.
The group is making do with the basic cast, and when the village is cut off by snow the
filming of a fictitious story increasingly turns into the fictitious story of a film shoot. One
way or another it has to look convincing — it’s the only way the crew can salvage their lives
and future careers. But lies pile up on lies as the subterfuge becomes increasingly fragile;
a web of intrigue and unexpected events unfolds, so that before long no one knows where
truth ends and fiction begins. Charles Lewinsky brings us a riveting apocalyptic tragicomedy based on an actual event.

400 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
August 2014

Charles Lewinsky
born 1946, lives in France
and Zurich. He previously
worked as a playwright,
director and editor. His
most recent publications
at Nagel & Kimche, among
others, are Melnitz (2006),
Zehnundeine Nacht (2008)
and Gerron (2011).

Longlisted for the German Book Prize 2014
»An eloquent and intelligent raconteur.«

Alexander Kissler, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

»A breathtaking story, seething with a sardonic undercurrent. Gripping from first page to last«.
»This book is a masterpiece of camouflage.«

Manfred Papst, NZZ am Sonntag

»Lewinsky’s ingenious rendering of Gerron’s narrative voice is
nothing short of a literary miracle.«

Andreas Isenschmid, NZZ am Sonntag on Gerron

»A wonderfully moving and intelligent book.«
5 F I CTI O N
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NDR on Gerron

Sales to Foreign Countries
Netherlands (Meridiaan)
Melnitz: China (People’s Literature), Croatia (Fraktura), Denmark (Politikens), France (Grasset), Israel
(Schocken), Italy (Einaudi), Netherlands (Signatuur), Sweden (Bonniers), Spain (Roca), Turkey (Gözlem),
UK/USA (Grove Atlantic)
Gerron: Czech Republic (Mlada Fronta), France (Grasset), Italy (Einaudi), Netherlands (Signatuur),
Russia (Eksmo)
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DAN I E L G LATTAU E R
A novel in which a benefactor plays the role
usually reserved for a perpetrator: Who is
behind the mysterious series of donations
and what does it have to do with worldweary, seasoned loser Gerold Plassek?
Daniel Glattauer
Geschenkt
Gifted

© www.corn.at / Deuticke Verlag

Gerold Plassek is a journalist working for the giveaway newspaper »Day by Day«. He
runs the paper’s Social Issues section but he has no sense of dedication to his job and no
interest in his writing. Gerold lacks even the slightest hint of incentive. His pub is his
living room and alcohol his most reliable friend. When Alice, a former girlfriend, asks
Gerold to take care of her 14-year-old son Manuel for a couple of months while she works
abroad, Gerold is anything but thrilled, but he can’t refuse when Alice confides in him
that Manuel is his son. Manuel – who has no idea that this deadbeat is in fact responsible
for his existence – now spends his afternoons in Gerold’s office watching his father busily
doing nothing.
But suddenly there’s some activity in Gerold’s life: After he writes a brief article about an
overcrowded homeless shelter, the hostel receives an anonymous donation. This marks
the start of a series of good deeds through which Gerold attracts more and more public
attention, since each donation somehow seems to be related to one of Gerold’s articles.
Slowly Gerold also begins to win Manuel’s affection.
Gerold and Manuel are gradually getting closer, united by their endeavour to discover who
the anonymous donator is. And they are in for a big surprise.

Jumped on the bestseller list instantly after publication
»With his latest novel — a pensive, humorous love story — Daniel Glattauer confirms
his position as the Prince Charming of bestselling contemporary literature! «

Deuticke Verlag
336 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
August 2014

Daniel Glattauer
born in Vienna in 1960, is
a journalist and writer. He is
the author of several novels
all published by Deuticke,
most recently Ewig Dein
(2012) and his comedy
Die Wunderübung (2014).
His email novels Gut gegen
Nordwind (2006) and Alle
sieben Wellen (2009)
became bestsellers and
have been translated into
39 languages and adapted
for the theatre, for radio and
as an audio book, all with
equal success.

A novel that is as gripping as it is moving, based on a true story.
Ö1

»Daniel Glattauer has an unparalleled talent for describing lives
apparently devoid of highlights with a knock-on effect.«
»A novel that is as charming as it is gripping.«

Ö1

»Glattauer manages to transform quotidian drudgery into literature.«

7 F I CTI O N
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Sales to Foreign Countries
Czech Republic (Host), Italy (Feltrinelli), Russia (Eksmo), Spain (Alfaguara),
Die Wunderübung: France (Grasset), Israel (Keter), Romania (Trei), Spain (Alfaguara)

Profil
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Eliza can’t understand people whose only purpose in life is the pursuit of happiness. Her
parents took her to Argentina before the war and she returned to Germany years later
with her husband. Now she is alone. Her daughters have no time for her; her only companion is a dog. Her life may be over, but the disquiet and the questions remain.
She was happy as a child. She loved her father, though she knew very little about him. At
night she watches footage of the Eichmann trial — growing more and more obsessed with
the holocaust.
Are lies and ignorance the requisites for happiness? This is the book’s ultimate question.
A deeply melancholy novel conceived in a matter-of-fact tone. A powerful book about growing old.

»A slim yet grandiose novel written with great warmth and intelligence, filled with serene
poetry.« Sächsische Zeitung
»Eberhard Rathgeb’s rapturous debut is a beautiful and remarkable love story that takes
the reader beyond the shallows of heartbreak and titillation to the melancholy depths of
visionary humanitarianism.« Irene Bazinger, Die Welt on Kein Paar wie wir
»A quiet, gentle novel about a very special kind of happiness.«

Elke Heidenreich, WDR on

Life is hard enough as it is, but love is even
tougher. You don’t just have to deal with your
own needs, but those of a woman too. And
while you might think it’s fine living your life
on the sidelines, your partner may want
something else entirely…

© Peter-Andreas Hassiepen

© Peter-Andreas Hassiepen

»If only I could talk to someone, she
thought, staring out into the silence, no
longer able to bear the loneliness.«
Eliza is old. The tears may come, but she
won’t give in to them – because the last
word hasn’t been spoken yet.

FICTION

Eberhard Rathgeb
Das Paradiesghetto
The Heavenly Ghetto

Wilhelm Genazino
Bei Regen im Saal
Indoors if Wet

240 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
July 2014

160 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
July 2014

Eberhard Rathgeb
was born in 1959 in
Buenos Aires and moved
to Germany with his family at the age of four. He
worked as editor of the
arts section of Frankfurter
Allgemeine Zeitung and its
Berlin Sunday edition. In
2013 Hanser published his
novel Kein Paar wie wir, for
which he was awarded the
Aspekte Literary Prize.

Despite his doctorate in philosophy, he fluctuates between bar work and editing a provincial paper. It would all be unbearable if it weren’t for Sonja. But Sonja has had enough of
looking on as her man turns into last year’s model, so it comes as no surprise when she
tells the unshaven misfit to clear his stuff from her flat and informs him she’s going to
marry someone else.
With scintillating wit and a keen eye for detail, Wilhelm Genazino examines the fine line
between single-minded obstinacy and all-out failure. As it turns out, humdrum convention isn’t necessarily the ultimate panacea either. And so one day Sonja comes back. An
ordinary, orderly, efficient, set-in-his-ways husband makes for a more settled life – but
also an infinitely more boring one. Who would have thought a happy ending on the margins of society would be an option…

»Genazino writes like a consummate musician – perfectly in control of melody and
rhythm; the virtually stagnant life he describes generates images reminiscent of Edward
Hopper.« Edo Reents, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

Wilhelm Genazino
was born in 1943 in
Mannheim and lives in
Frankfurt. His work has
won him numerous awards,
including the prestigious
Georg Büchner Prize and
the Kleist Prize. His books
are all published under the
Hanser imprint; his most
recent publications are Das
Glück in glücksfernen Zeiten
(2009), Wenn wir Tiere
wären (2011), and Tarzan
am Main (2013).

»Reading Genazino’s books is a bit like watching Woody Allen films [...] You wait for those
brief moments when the banality of the everyday takes on an incandescent sparkle,
emerging in a lustrous new light as the mounting horror is transformed into comedy.«
Claus-Ulrich Bielefeld, Literarische Welt

Kein Paar wie wir

Sales to Foreign Countries
Das Glück in glücksfernen Zeiten: China (Horizon Media), France (Bourgois),
Netherlands (Atlas), Taiwan (Yuan Liou), Turkey (Ayrinti Yayinlari)
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OLGA G RJAS NOWA
»You don’t have to wait for a mid-life crisis, you
can fuck up your life good and proper by your
mid-twenties.« Jonoun, Altay and Leyla have
all the freedom in the world but they opt for a
love that’s high risk even in this day and age.

Leyla has had only one ambition since she was old enough to think: to be a dancer. But
an accident forces her to leave the Bolshoi Theatre. Altay is a psychiatrist who won’t let
another man close since the love of his life killed himself. Leyla and Altay enter a marriage
of convenience in order to appease their families. When the couple decides to make a new
start in Berlin, Jonoun enters their lives. Chaotic, gluttonous and unpredictable, Jonoun
falls head-over-heels for Leyla, but Altay isn’t going to stand for it.

© Renè Fietzek

Olga Grjasnowa tells the story of two women and a man who yearn for love but don’t know
how to handle it. A fast-paced love triangle narrated with great immediacy, an absorbing
novel about happiness and heartbreak in a time when everything seems there for the
taking.

Reviews on Der Russe ist einer, der Birken liebt:

»Grjasnowa reveals herself to be an expert chronicler of modern displacement and
of the scars left by the wars that followed the Soviet Union’s breakup.« Publishers Weekly
»Grjasnowa tells her story effectively because she works through the personal, which
results in a touching and thought-provoking debut novel« Library Journal
»A thoughtful, melancholy study of loss.«

Kirkus

Olga Grjasnowa
Die juristische Unschärfe
einer Ehe
A Legal Haziness of
a Marriage
227 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
August 2014

Olga Grjasnowa
was born in 1984 in Baku,
Azerbaijan. She grew
up in the Caucasus, but
enjoyed extended stays in
Poland, Russia and Israel.
A graduate of Leipzig’s
German Literature Institute,
in 2011 she received the
Robert Bosch Foundation’s
Commuter’s Fellowship.
She was awarded the 2012
Klaus-Michael Kühne Prize
and the Anna Seghers Prize
for her acclaimed debut
novel, Der Russe ist einer,
der Birken liebt.

Sales to Foreign Countries
Denmark (C&K), Netherlands (Bezige Bij)
Der Russe ist einer, der Birken liebt: Azerbaidjan (Qanun), Croatia (Bozicevic),
Czech Republic (Vetrne mlyny), Denmark (C&K), France (Les Escales), Italy (Keller),
Netherlands (De Bezige Bij), Poland (Czarne), Slovakia (Premedia), Spain (Còmplices),
Sweden (Weyler), UK/USA (Other Press)

»Olga Grjasnowa’s All Russians Love Birch Trees is such powerful and well written
book that I can’t help but be amazed that she is »only« a debut author.« Upcoming4.me
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ARTH U R SC H N ITZ LE R
Conceived in the spring of 1894, perfected
forty years later, then overlooked by
the author’s estate. Now, finally, Arthur
Schnitzler’s early masterpiece Später Ruhm
has been published for the first time.

Arthur Schnitzler
Später Ruhm
Late Fame

Eduard Saxenberger achieves fame at a ripe old age when a young man calls on him,
introducing himself as an avid fan of Wanderungen, the slim volume that once caused a
literary sensation. His young admirer invites Saxenberger to attend a meeting of the »Enthusiasts«, a writer’s group for whom he stands as a role model. Saxenberger is initially
embarrassed by the reminder of his lost past, but then becomes intrigued by the heated
debates about authenticity and true artistic endeavour. He joins the young literati and
even agrees to allow an attractive, coquettish actress recite his texts. But he soon becomes
aware that he’s no longer capable of writing anything new…
A year on from the runaway success of Anatol and a year before his definitive breakthrough
with Liebelei, Schnitzler’s early portrait of bohemian society gives the reader fascinating
insights into the fears, insecurities and anxieties of the author at the age of 35.

A world premiere: Arthur Schnitzler’s portrait of Viennese bohemia,
a heady mix of comedy and tragedy, gravitas and playfulness, lies
and truth

»Später Ruhm is a late discovery: it is unlikely that the author could have suspected just
how much this novella reveals about his inner self.«

Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

Zsolnay Verlag
160 pages. Hardcover
Edited and with a postscript
by Wilhelm Hemecker and
David Österle
Publication date:
May 2014

Arthur Schnitzler
was born in Vienna in 1862
and died there in 1931. His
plays and novels have set
him among the leading writers in the German-speaking
world. His work has been
– and is still being – translated into all the major languages and his plays have
been staged worldwide.

»What can one learn from this 120-year-old text? A profoundly ironic perspective on oneself and the
world at large makes this Viennese modernist novella a highly relevant and contemporary text.«
»A real treat for anyone with an interest in literature.«

F.A.Z.

»The depiction of the bestiary of Young Vienna is highly entertaining in its satirical perspicacity.«
»One of the most interesting literary discoveries in 2014.«
13 F I C T I O N
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Sales to Foreign Countries
Finland (Faro), Netherlands (Querido), Romania (Humanitas), UK (Pushkin Press), USA (NYRB)

Spiegel Online

NZZ

Deutsche Welle
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In one of world literature’s most forceful,
sweeping works, Mircea Ca˘rta˘rescu takes
the reader back to the mythical history of
his homeland and ancestors.

FICTION

© www.corn.at / Zsolnay Verlag

FICTION

Life is a hetz, as they say in Vienna,–
whether you’re on the giving or the receiving
end. Franz Schuh’s novel is a wonderful portrait of the protagonist as beaten dog, albeit a
beaten dog who’s anything but unhappy.
Mircea Cartarescu
Die Flügel (Orbitor III)
Wings (Part Three of the
Orbitor Trilogy)

»It was the year of our Lord 1989. The people heard tales of war and revolt, but they were
not afraid, because they knew it was fated to happen.« These are the opening words of Die
Flügel, the last volume of Cartarescu’s Orbitor trilogy.
This novel reflects the matrix of social fermentation and the forces of change at work
during the revolution in Bucharest. On the streets of the ice-bound city, tumultuous scenes
unfold, entering the closed world of the narrator’s apartment via the television, which is
on night and day – and inspiring him to immerse himself in the stories of his ancestors.
The result is a series of dazzling and kaleidoscopic splinters of consciousness.

»A singular narrative universe, as unique as those of Kafka, Joyce and Borges.«
Uwe Tellkamp

»Cartarescu has overwhelmed me, has shaken me to the core almost physically,
until I felt dizzy – nauseous at times – but usually simply weightless.« Navid Kermani

Zsolnay Verlag
Translated from the Romanian by Ferdinand Leopold
670 pages. Hardcover
Publication: August 2014

Mircea Cartarescu
was born in 1956 in
Bucharest and has been
publishing poetry and prose
since 1978. He has enjoyed
numerous sojourns in the
West, including stays in
Berlin, Stuttgart and Vienna.
His work has been translated into many languages.
His books include Nostalgia
(2009) and Travestie (2010);
Zsolnay has previously
published the first two volumes of his Orbitor trilogy,
Die Wissenden (2007) and
Der Körper (2011). For Der
Körper he was awarded
the Berlin Internationaler
Literaturpreis – Haus der
Kulturen der Welt, and the
2013 Spycher: Literature
Prize Leuk.

Franz Schuh
Sämtliche Leidenschaften
Every Passion

»Let me tell you a story: I want to tell you about the day I met Lili – who of course has long
since left me.« Franz Schuh’s eponymous narrator is an artist in his mid sixties living on
the breadline, forced to supplement his income by taking a job as a breakfast cook at Café
Formanek. When he rushes out of the house one morning, late for work at the café, he
finds himself stuck in a large crowd, surrounded by police cars and sirens. A television
crew is filming a new episode of Tatort. Young film student Lili Fichte rescues him from
the situation and the two of them forge a friendship — although the narrator would like it
to be more.
Franz Schuh’s novel is a sublime snapshot of our extremely volatile modern world.

»Every lament conceals a barbed joke, an elegant attack on the impositions of our
existence« Ulrich Weinzierl, Die Welt

Zsolnay Verlag
224 pages. Hardcover
Publication: August 2014

Franz Schuh
was born in Vienna in 1947.
He studied philosophy, history and German, and now
works as a lecturer at the
University of Applied Arts in
Vienna and as a columnist
for magazines and radio
stations. In 2006 he was
awarded the Leipzig Book
Fair Prize and the Austrian
Art Prize in 2011. Previous
books published by Zsolnay
include Schwere Vorwürfe,
schmutzige Wäsche (2006)
and Der Krückenkaktus
(2011).

Sales to Foreign Countries
Orbitor: Bulgaria (Faber), France (Denoel), Hungary (Jelenkor), Israel (Nimrod), Italy
(Voland), Macedonia (Ikona), Netherlands (Bezige Bij), Norway (Bokvennen), Slovenia
(Studentska), Spain (Funambulista/Impedimenta), Sweden (Bonniers), Turkey (Ayrinti),
UK/USA (Archipelago)
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FICTION

© Sabine Lohmüller

She grew up with parvenus and
psychedelic drugs in the world of the
nouveau riche; now she only ever really
feels at home when she’s overstepping all
the limits. A breathtaking debut novel.

© www.corn.at/Deuticke Verlag

FICTION

Four Literary Drumbeats: an
anthology of Navid Kermani’s
early novels and short stories

Ela Angerer
Bis ich 21 war
Until I was 21

A mother who prefers to play bridge with Omar Sharif on the other side of the world; a
father who considers his daughter so ugly he refuses to be seen in public with her. These
are the circumstances the narrator grows up in – and things go from bad to worse when
her mother leaves her father for a French multi-millionaire. Her parents are absent most of
the time and the staff are completely out of their depth.
At thirteen, the girl begins an affair with a young nurse and takes all the drugs she can
lay her hands on. Even her parents can’t fail to notice; they shut their daughter away in a
boarding school where she discovers that there really is such a thing as true evil.
Ela Angerer’s autobiographical novel is a frank, unsparing and immensely forceful
account of all the monstrous atrocities that can be perpetrated on a child.

»An electrifying, disturbing debut which confronts us with questions we cannot shirk.«

Deuticke Verlag
190 pages. Hardcover
Publication:
August 2014

Ela Angerer
was born in 1964 in Vienna,
where she still lives and
works as a freelance writer
and photographer. She is
the editor of the book series
Moderne Nerven. Based
on the collected texts of the
third volume, Porno, she
wrote a play of the same
name which was premiered
at the Vienna Rabenhoftheater under her direction
in the autumn of 2011. Bis
ich 21 war is her first novel.

Navid Kermani
Album

For his novels Dein Name and Große Liebe, Navid Kermani was lauded one of the most
inventive and spirited authors of our time. Now his early novels and short stories have
been collected in one volume. Four literary highlights generate a rhythmic drumbeat,
coalescing into an essential continuity for all the works’ inherent contrasts. Because in
each case, the miracle or failure of human existence manifests itself in the banalities
of everyday life: whether it’s channeling the spirit of rock music to cure a baby’s colic,
the lives of the saints from Cologne’s Eigelstein district, the battles, humiliations and
misunderstandings inherent in sexual relationships – or death by SMS.

»Effortlessly, Kermani’s elegant prose runs the gamut from satire to pearls of worldly
wisdom.« Matthias Greffrath, Die Zeit

496 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
July 2014

Navid Kermani
was born in 1967 and lives
in Cologne. The full-time
author holds a degree in
Islamic Studies and is a
member of the German
Academy for Language and
Poetry. His academic and
literary work has won him
numerous awards, most
recently the 2012 Kleist
Prize for his novel Dein
Name. His Frankfurt Poetry
Readings Über den Zufall.
Jean Paul, Hölderlin und der
Roman, den ich schreibe
appeared in the same year.

Thomas Glavinic
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CRIME FICTION

Following his father’s biography Ordnung ist das ganze Leben, Ludwig Harig gave us Weh
dem, der aus der Reihe tanzt in 1990 – the account of his own life as a boy and young man
growing up in the Third Reich. It is the story of a small-scale German tragedy that inevitably merges with the greater German cataclysm. After a sheltered childhood growing up
in the vicinity of the French border, the young schoolboy was forced to fight against his
neighbour and »arch enemy« France – the country he would later call home as a student.
– A moving testimony to the power of seduction and the impotence of reason – to the bitter
end.
The text is complemented by thematically relevant excerpts from Harig’s later autobiographical records Und wenn sie nicht gestorben sind, as well as a detailed indexed commentary that helps to make the text accessible in both historical and biographical terms.

Ludwig Harig		
Weh dem, der aus
der Reihe tanzt
Gesammelte Werke Band X
Herausgegeben von
Werner Jung
Woe Betide Anyone who
Steps out of Line
Collected Works, Volume X
edited by Werner Jung
400 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
July 2014

Ludwig Harig
was born in 1927 in Sulzbach, where he still lives
and writes. His books have
earned many literary prizes
and have been widely translated. Volumes I to IX of
the complete edition of his
collected works – conceived
as a 12 volume set – are
already available.

© Lukas Beck/Paul Zsolnay Verlag

He was Austria’s fastest runner – then he is
caught doping. Shortly afterwards he plunged
to his death from the window of a fourth
floor apartment. But did he jump or was he
pushed? A case for Commissioner Groschen
of the Viennese homicide squad.
Franzobel
Wiener Wunder
Viennese Miracles

»Dear Homicide Division,
in the next few days, a very well known athlete will apparently commit suicide. It’ll be a
skilful staging, covering up a heinous crime. Don’t let it fool you…
a fan«
45-year-old Falt Groschen, commissioner at the Viennese homicide squad, no longer loses
sleep over emails like this. Notes from the lunatic fringe are all in a day’s work to him. It’s
only when he discovers that the 400-meter record holder Edgar Wenninger has fallen to
his death from an apartment window that he decides to embark on investigations. He runs
into the shady doping investigator Hanns Hallux right there at the scene of the crime and
soon flushes out corrupt sports equipment sales representatives and the slippery journalist Walter Maria Schmierer. It transpires that Wenninger’s attractive widow Marion is
working under her late husband’s coach – not just for the triathlon!—and his manager has
gone into hiding in the labyrinthine Viennese Naschmarkt stalls. When he too is found
dead, the case takes a startling – indeed miraculous – turn.

Zsolnay Verlag
224 pages. Softcover
Publication: July 2014

Franzobel
born 1967 in Vöcklabruck, is
one of Austria’s most popular writers. He has received
several awards including the
1995 Ingeborg Bachmann
Prize and the 2002 Arthur
Schnitzler Prize. Zsolnay
published Österreich ist
schön. Ein Märchen (2009),
as well as his novel Was die
Männer so treiben, wenn die
Frauen im Badezimmer sind
(2012).

»Crime writing is like a teetotaller discovering wine. It’s an intoxicating pleasure. I can’t
imagine how I lived so long without it.« Franzobel

Sales to Foreign Countries
France (Belfond), Spain (Muchnik)
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MEMOIR

Herta Müller has fascinated readers the
world over. Here, for the first time, she
talks in detail about what inspired her
to write and what defines her life as an
author: a life history in literature.

© Paul Esser

Rabbi Klein is dismayed to discover that a
member of his community has been murdered. When the police ask him to translate
some of the dead man’s Hebrew emails, Klein
embarks on clandestine investigations of his
own. His search for the truth is unflinching,
and his pluckiness and tenacity ensure that
the reader is hooked from the start.

© Frederike AsaÎl/frederike asaÎl
photography

CRIME FICTION

Alfred Bodenheimer
Kains Opfer
Cain’s Victim

»We’re very grateful for your help and support,« says Frau Bänziger, »but please don’t
go opening up your own police station!« By now the police commissioner has realized
that dealing with Rabbi Klein isn’t going to be easy. Only a few days ago Daniel Berger
was sitting in the sukkah at the rabbi’s house, and now he’s stone cold dead. Berger was
a popular teacher and his death is a source of great distress to Zurich’s assorted Jewish
communities, so Klein feels duty-bound to take action. While preparing the eulogy for the
funeral service, pondering on Cain’s fratricide and the trials of Job, he begins to suspect
he’s on the right track towards solving the murder. But in order to make sense of the clues,
he needs to find out more about Berger’s past.
The sceptical rabbi is a likeably flawed and very human detective – who in the final analysis is only saved by the wisdom and prudence of his wife.

224 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
July 2014

Alfred Bodenheimer
was born in Basle in 1965.
He read German and history, gaining his PhD with
a thesis on Else LaskerSchüler. He went on to
study the Talmud in Israel
and America and was appointed Professor for Jewish
Studies at Basle University
in 2003. Kains Opfer is his
debut novel.

»To have gone from a childhood spent herding cows in a valley to this city hall in Stockholm—what a bizarre trajectory. It feels as though I’m watching myself from the outside—
something that happens a lot!«
These were the opening words of Herta Müller’s Nobel Prize banquet speech—an unforgettable summary of her origins, career and the astonishing course of her life. In this
book, Herta Müller details her life’s journey in a long conversation with Angelika Klammer: she describes her childhood in a Romanian village, growing up and the dawning of
political awareness. She talks of her early encounters with literature, her conflicts with
the communist dictatorship and how she came to be a writer. The account of her arrival
in a new country opens up an unusual perspective on Germany in the 1980s and 90s and
on contemporary society.

»Alfred Bodenheimer has written a gripping, profoundly philosophical debut crime thriller
nevertheless rich in wit and anecdote; his innate love of language shines through on every
page.« Kathrin Fritz, Schweizer Familie

Herta Müller
Mein Vaterland
war ein Apfelkern
Ein Gespräch mit
Angelika Klammer
My Homeland was
an Appleseed
A conversation with
Angelika Klammer
208 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
September 2014

Herta Müller
was born in Nitzkydorf,
Romania in 1953, and has
been living in Berlin since
1987. Her entire output has
been published by Hanser.
The recipient of numerous
awards, she won the Nobel
Prize for Literature in 2009.
Angelika Klammer
was born in 1960 in Villach
and now lives in Vienna,
where she works as a freelance editor and journalist.

»Kains Opfer maintains the suspense right up to the moment this extraordinary case is
resolved – and just as convincing is the portrait of a man caught up in a moral dilemma
who extricates himself from it with such intelligence. An excellent crime thriller – and much
more!« Focus online
»This novel achieves what every good crime thriller should – it gives us more than just a
crime story.« WDR
Sales to Foreign Countries
Herta Müller’s works are sold all over the world.
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BOTHO STRAU S S
Botho Strauss
Herkunft
Origins
96 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
September 2014

Botho Strauss
Allein mit allen
Gedankenbuch
Herausgegeben von
Sebastian Kleinschmidt
Alone Together
Collected thoughts
Edited by Sebastian
Kleinschmidt
© Ruth Walz

320 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
September 2014

Origins: Botho Strauß gives us insights into previously undiscovered aspects of his life. His youth, the landscapes
and settings of his childhood, the places where he grew up; memories of formative years and his relationship with his
father. In short, Botho Strauß tells the story of his origins.
Botho Strauß was born in December 1944 in Naumburg. In the 1950s, when his father was in his sixties, they left all
their worldly goods behind in a bid to escape to the West. They settled in Bad Ems where they began a new life.
»We left because we didn’t want you to be brought up as a Communist over there«.
In this startling book Botho Strauß has discovered a completely new side to writing, an entirely unaccustomed and
fresh rhythm: the resonance of memory, the affirmation of his origins. Youth is the optimistic time when your future
still lies ahead; in this memoir Strauß resurrects a present that lies in the distant past. His father is his particular focus,
the paternal portrait clearly traced with realistic affection. Origins is the intense, rich and atmospheric work of a great
raconteur.

Botho Strauß will be celebrating his 70th birthday on December 2nd 2014
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Alone Together: Botho Strauß is one of the most wilful, inventive and influential authors
of the German-speaking literary world. Invariably defying convention and shunning the
mundane, he has evolved into the most pertinent observer of our times. Alone Together
runs the gamut of his intellectual development, paying tribute to his remarkable ability to
remain aloof from yet sensitive to the minutiae of the modern world.
In broad tableaux and finely-sketched configurations that perfectly encapsulate humanity
and its conflicts, Botho Strauß holds up a mirror to contemporary life that isn’t always
flattering. His take on our society and the world at large is characterised by remarkable
perspicacity.
Sebastian Kleinschmidt, long-time editor-in-chief of the legendary literary magazine Sinn
und Form, has collated an extraordinary and eclectic new anthology. He presents us with
an introspective work that comprehensively captures the author’s spirit, his way of thinking and feeling and his view of the world, driving to the very heart of his innermost logic.
It goes without saying that Strauß’ central themes—liberty and history, man and woman,
crowds, home and silence—feature large. But it is the emphasis on nature in particular that
opens up an entirely new perspective on a significant canon of work which stands alone
in contemporary German literature.

Botho Strauss
was born in Naumburg in
1944 and lives in Berlin. His
most recent works published
by Hanser are Sie/Er (2012)
und Die Fabeln von der
Begegnung (2013).
Sebastian Kleinschmidt
was born in 1948 in Schwerin
and lives in Berlin, where he
works as a publicist.
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The garden where the rain barrel stands is fantastically wide, open and abundant — a
world unto itself. Jan Wagner’s latest volume of poetry takes us into the realm of botany,
celebrating nature in all its artful variations on life. He captivates our senses with his
exaltation of the ground elder’s foaming whiteness, focuses his poetic lens on the pussy
willow and the strangler fig, the morels and saltbush, the owl and the otter, zooms in close
and distant, fading and dissolving until our gaze meets the horizon.
Time and again, we can’t help but marvel at the way this poet manages to conjure up compact images that speak entire volumes within a few lines, so that things long-forgotten or
never previously seen stand vivid and sharp before our eyes.

»You keep wanting to shout ‘bravo!’ You aren’t sure whether to doff your cap in admiration or throw it into the air in ecstasy.« Jochen Jung, Die Zeit
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“…short; the nights are growing shorter.
I’ve been wanting to hear once more
…you... like back then.
all back then. to listen out for the sound of life;
its call.
silence pushes towards my face:
how did we watch each other?
how were our bodies lying?”

© Regine Hendrich

© Villa Massimo/Alberto Novelli

Jan Wagner takes poetic measure of our
natural environment with scientific precision.The fruits of his excursions – from
sloes in the frost to Sicilian donkeys and
on to cayman hunts – tempt us to the
realisation that true secrets only
reveal themselves in poetry.

P O E T RY

Jan Wagner
Regentonnenvariatione
Variations on a Rain Barrel

Evelyn Schlag
verlangsamte raserei
Slow Motion Frenzy

96 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
August 2014

Zsolnay Verlag
120 pages. Hardcover
Publication:
August 2014

Jan Wagner
was born in 1971 in
Hamburg and lives in Berlin.
His first volume of poetry,
Probebohrung im Himmel,
was published in 2001, followed by Guerickes Sperling
(2004), Achtzehn Pasteten
(2007), Australien (2010),
and Die Eulenhasser in den
Hallenhäusern (2012). His
poetry has won him many
awards, most recently the
City of Tübingen’s Hölderlin
Prize and the Kranichstein
Prize for Literature.

In her new poems, Evelyn Schlag takes us on journeys; journeys through time and history
— her own, the landscape’s and that of the wider world. But the eight thematic cycles in
this volume also deal with reality and its suspension in fiction and fairy tales, and with
nature in passing. MindBlizzard, for example, comprises 13 poems capturing 13 days of
conflict between intimacy, flickering emotions, the everyday and the exceptional.
The poet’s pronounced affinity with the Anglo-American tradition ensures that these paeans to sensuality don’t slip into sentimentality.

»Evelyn Schlag invariably strikes the right register, suspended between playfulness and
refined strength of mind.« Neue Zürcher Zeitung
»Evelyn Schlag’s language creates unparalleled microcosmic tableaus.«

Der Standard

Evelyn Schlag
was born 1952 in Waidhofen
an der Ybbs, where she still
lives. She studied German
and English. Zsolnay has
published her previous
poetry volumes Brauchst
du den Schlaf dieser Nacht
(2002) and Sprache von
einem anderen Holz (2008),
as well as her novel Die
große Freiheit des Ferenc
Puskás (2011).
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BAC K LI ST H I G H LI G HTS F I CTI O N
Sybille Berg
Vielen Dank für das Leben
Thank you for the Life
Hanser Verlag. Novel. 400 pages
Toto is unique, to say the least. An orphan of uncertain gender – too big, too tall, too fat – Toto nevertheless walks
through this worst of all worlds as though its intrinsic values of kindness, innocence and love hadn’t long been lost.
Vielen Dank für das Leben is an angry and strident novel about the only things in life that really count.

N O N-F I CTI O N

Full English translation available for consideration!

Sales to Foreign Countries
Denmark (Tiderne Skifter), France (Actes Sud), Netherlands (Signatuur), Turkey (Can)

Martin Mosebach
Das Blutbuchenfest
Dancing under the copper beech
Hanser Verlag. Novel. 448 pages
Ivana hails from Bosnia and works as a cleaner in Frankfurt. Her clientele is a mixed bunch of impostors, artists,

POLITICS AND SOCIETY
Daniel Schreiber, Nüchtern						

2

Niklas Maak, Wohnkomplex						

4

Dirk Kurbjuweit, Alternativlos						

5

PHILOSOPHY
Konrad Paul Liessmann, Geisterstunde				

6

bohemians, bankers, wives real and fake; the loved and the lonely alike.
Martin Mosebach takes us by surprise with a quite uncharacteristic, truly innovative tone that shifts effortlessly
between comedy and harshness, sorrow and irony. Between Bosnia, where a big wedding with a disastrous ending is
celebrated in an archaic rural environment, and the bustling German metropolis of Frankfurt, Mosebach invokes a
realm of poetic realism in his own inimitable language. He lures the reader ever more deeply into the stream of events
– until the curtain falls on Ivana sweeping up the rubble of the jamboree with her habitual resoluteness.

Ludwig Winder
Der Thronfolger
The Heir to the Throne
Paul Zsolnay Verlag. Novel. 576 pages
Archduke Franz Ferdinand was a doting husband and a loving father. He was, however, extremely unpopular, both at

BIOGRAPHY
Susanne Kippenberger, Das rote Schaf der Familie		
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René Freund, Mein Vater der Deserteur
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Mirjam Zadoff, Der rote Hiob						
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Rüdiger Görner, Georg Trakl						
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MUSIC
Alfred Brendel, Wunderglaube und Mißtonleiter		

11

Hans Zender, Waches Hören						

11

the Viennese court and with the public at large, and the mass slaughter of animals in pursuit of his passion for hunting
didn’t help the would-be reformer’s reputation. Ludwig Winder‘s historical novel Der Thronfolger takes a fresh look at
the emperor a hundred years after the infamous Sarajevo assassination. It is at once a fascinating psychological study
and a vivid portrayal of the swansong of an era.

LITERARY SCIENCE
Florian Werner, Helium und Katzengold				

12

»Today, more than ever, Der Thronfolger deserves pride of place in the pantheon of European literature, ranking alongside
Joseph Roth's Radetzkymarsch.« Ulrich Weinzierl

Margarita Kinstner
Mittelstadtrauschen
Downtown Static
Deuticke Verlag. Novel. 288 pages
A remarkable debut of a distinctive literary talent: Margarita Kinstner writes about loneliness, yearning and love in
Vienna, »the city of the soul«.

POPULAR SCIENCE
Peter Spork, Wake up!							

14

Henning Beck, Hirnrissig						

15

Joachim Müller-Jung, Das Ende der Krankheit				

16

ECONOMY
Klaus Werner-Lobo/Hans Weiss, Schwarzbuch Markenfirmen		

18

greed, desperation or sheer apathy. A rondo with destiny, propelled by shattered dreams and lost hopes, set in a city

Hanno Beck/Aloys Prinz, Die große Geldschmelze			

20

where beauty and the chasms of the psyche live side by side – with Death watching the dancers from the wings…

Martin Hüfner, 40 Geldfallen, die sie besser vermeiden		

21

Marcel Fratzscher, Die Deutschland-Illusion				

22

Margarita Kinstner’s stories unfold in layers, one unfurling into the next, the characters brimming with yearning and

»A beautifully written book. One of the best of this season.« WDR-FrauTV

BACKLIST HIGHLIGHTS NON-FICTION
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DAN I E L SC H RE I BE R
Daniel Schreiber tells the story of his
gradual descent into alcoholism with great
sincerity and narrative prowess, cataloguing
the taboos and debunking the clichés
common to our perception of alcoholics.

© Olaf Blecker

For a long time drinking was as much part of Daniel Schreiber's life as work. Increasingly,
he had a surfeit of both — too much work, too many drinks. Occasionally he caught himself wondering if he was in the process of crossing the line between social drinking and
full-blown alcoholism, but justification was always within reach – as was the next glass
of wine. Yet eventually it became clear to him that he was destroying his life in the long
term, so he finally sought help.
With expressive skill, Schreiber graphically portrays his slow decline and the insidious
mechanisms of self-delusion that permit so many people to ignore their alcohol problems.
He asks why society condones alcohol as a drug yet stigmatizes those unable to handle it.
Nüchtern tells the moving story of the farewell to an addiction – the story of a fresh start
and the promise of hitherto unexpected contentment.

Daniel Schreiber
Nüchtern
Über das Trinken
und das Glück
Sober
On drinking and happiness
160 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
August 2014

Daniel Schreiber
born in 1977, worked as
an editor for Monopol and
Cicero, but returned to
freelance writing in 2013.
He contributes articles to
Zeit, Philosophie Magazin,
Weltkunst, Du – das Kulturmagazin, Deutschlandradio Kultur and taz among
others, and is the author of
Geist und Glamour (2007), a
biography on Susan Sontag.
Schreiber lives in Berlin.

We all do it, we all accept it – an intelligent analysis of society’s
ambivalent attitude to alcohol.

Daniel Schreiber’s impressive, elegant and deeply intimate essay explores our
dangerous aversion to confronting mainstream alcoholism.

1 N O N-F I CTI O N
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Sales to Foreign Countries
Geist und Glamour: UK/USA (Northwestern UP)
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N I KLAS MAAK
Many of our cities are growing desolate.
A lot of people are moving out to the
hinterland where an amorphous
hotchpotch of suburban settlements is
creeping inexorably across the landscape.
Why do people expect that buying a
detached house will automatically
make for a better life?

© Peter_Andreas Hassiepen

Very soon we won’t be able to afford houses as we know them, neither ecologically nor
economically. Most houses are tailored to the needs of small families, but the single family
unit is now only one among many forms of cohabitation and fast becoming a thing of the
past. So what will our homes look like in the future? How will they reflect our changing
lifestyles? Based on many years of sound research, this witty and confrontational book
examines our homes and what they reveal about our lives. Why should they not change
radically along with our lives? Niklas Maak shows how the interests of the construction
industry, an overtaxed political system and inflexible planners stand in the way of a
radical new approach to construction. In Japan, America and the rest of Europe we can
already see the first examples of a new and better form of housing – beyond single-family
occupancy and mammoth apartment blocks.

Niklas Maak
Wohnkomplex – Warum wir
andere Häuser brauchen
The building complex – Why
we need different housing
352 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
September 2014

Daniel Schreiber
born in 1972 in Hamburg,
lives in Berlin and is editor
in chief of the arts section of
the Frankfurter Allgemeine
Zeitung. His works won
him, among others, the
George F. Kennan Award
and the Henri-Nannen-Preis.
Most recent publications at
Hanser are Der Architekt am
Strand (2010) and Fahrtenbuch. Roman eines Autos
(2011).

»Maak’s radically innovative approach to housing doesn’t focus on buildings but is instead
primarily concerned with the living that takes place within them. Couching his opinions in elegant
language, he makes it crystal clear that there are viable alternatives on hand. The insulated,
low-energy, passive eco-house may not appear the most exciting option but is certainly worthy
of consideration. We’d be well advised to reappraise all the traditional housing models in
the spirit of this book — with enthusiasm rather than pragmatism. «
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Silke Hohmann, MONOPOL

Sales to Foreign Countries
UK/USA (Hirmer)
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POLITICS AND SOCIETY

Are we living in a Merkel era? How has the Chancellor shaped the country and how in
turn has the country shaped the Chancellor? As she demands very little from the citizens
— no reforms, no sacrifices, no specific standpoint — she has no need to fear criticism. The
Chancellor and her people are engaged in a political waltz, taking the utmost care to avoid
treading on each other’s toes.
Drawing on the Federal Republic’s political history, Dirk Kurbjuweit gives us an in-depth
analysis of the current status quo. He examines the interaction between society and politics, Merkel’s culture of control, her understated nationalism and her protectionist strategies. Merkel may be the ideal chancellor for this society, but ideal in the sense of apt
rather than perfect. Because she refuses to tackle the major challenges facing German
society today.

SPIEGEL editor Dirk Kurbjuweit has been observing Angela
Merkel at close range for many years
A trenchant analysis of the interplay between politics
and society

Sales to Foreign Countries
Nicht die ganze Wahrheit: Netherlands (Signatuur)
Zweier ohne: France (Autrement), South Korea (Munhakdongne)
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“Where knowledge is dispensed in neat
parcels, test sheets are compiled and
completed: at team teach-ins, where international comparisons are drawn and modular
studies take place – that’s where miseducation really is at its best …”
Dirk Kurbjuweit
Alternativlos
Merkel, die Deutschen
und das Ende der Politik
No Way Out?
Merkel, the Germans and
the end of politics
250 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
August 2014

Dirk Kurbjuweit
was born in 1962 in Wiesbaden. He worked as an
editor with the influential
weekly Die Zeit from 1990
until 1999, before becoming
a reporter for Der Spiegel,
Germany’s most widely-read
news magazine; he currently works in their Berlin
office. Kurbjuweit was,
among others, awarded
the prestigious Egon Erwin
Kisch Prize for Journalism
in both 1998 and 2002. He
is also a successful novelist,
with three of his books
having been adapted for the
screen and stage. His previous book, Angela Merkel.
Die Kanzlerin für alle? was
published by Carl Hanser
Verlag in 2009.

© © www.corn.at / Zsolnay Verlag

Angela Merkel has been governing
Germany for nine years. She still has
two more years left in the Chancellery,
that much is certain, but she could
just as well call it her permanent
home for all intents and purposes.

P H I LOSOP HY

Konrad Paul Liessmann, who introduced the Theorie der Unbildung (Theory of Miseducation) to heated debate, refuses to let himself be dazzled by empty clichés, pseudo-revolutionary proclamations, romantic illusions or competition-fetishism.
No one quite seems to know what education means any more, but that does not stop everyone from demanding its reform. A veritable market niche has established itself with educational researchers and experts, agencies, testing institutes, lobbies – and of course
educational politicians of all factions – all clamouring for attention.
Following his Theorie der Unbildung, Liessmann now looks at its practise. In his new
book, the problems looming in classrooms, lecture halls, editorial offices, in the realms of
virtual reality as well as real-world politics are subjected to trenchant criticism. But far
from merely wallowing in the pleasure of polemicising, Liessmann has a serious practical
concern: to shake up the education business and bring the educators to their senses, so
that the true purpose of education can be reinstated.

Konrad Paul Liessmann
Geisterstunde
Die Praxis der Unbildung.
Eine Streitschrift
The Hour of the Ghosts
The Practice of Miseducation: a Polemic
Zsolnay Verlag
192 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
September 2014

Konrad Paul Liessmann
born in 1953 in Villach,
Austria, is a professor at the
Institute of Philosophy in
Vienna. He is the editor of
Zsolnay’s series Philosophicum Lech. His recent
publications are his essays
Das Universum der Dinge
(2010) and Lob der Grenze
(2012).

Sales to Foreign Countries
Theorie der Unbildung: Croatia (Jesenski i Turk), Czech Republic (Academia),
Macedonia (Templum), Serbia (Karpos)
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Six young English gentlewomen fly their Cotswolds nest and move out into the wider
world. The eldest and most sharp-tongued sister became a writer, the second and most
down-to-earth never strayed far from her rural roots. The third and most beautiful married
the leader of the English Fascists and went to jail, the fourth and most free-spirited became
one of Hitler‘s closest friends and shot herself in the head at the outbreak of war. The sixth
and most aristocratic became the Duchess of Devonshire.
And the fifth? She broke the mould, married her cousin (one of Churchill’s nephews), then
a Jewish lawyer, and later went on to become a fun-loving communist and a chain-smoking
American citizen with an upper-class English accent. A civil rights activist, performer,
island-owner and bestselling author, Jessica Mitford, the »red sheep« of the Mitford sisters,
fled her family and turned her back on their values, yet never quite managed to sever the
ties of kinship and upbringing. A fascinating book about family and kindred spirits, friendship and kinship – and a cheerfully resolute struggle for freedom.

A remarkable biography of one of the great, inspiring yet
neglected women of the 20th century: Jessica Mitford

Sales to Foreign Countries
Kippenberger. Der Künstler und seine Familien: UK/USA (J&L Book)
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© Elena Steil

Like the Mann family in Germany, the
Mitfords are a household name in Britain –
albeit even more notorious. Now, at long last,
German readers can discover the sisters’
story – with particular emphasis on Jessica.
Susanne Kippenberger
Das rote Schaf der Familie
Jessica Mitford und ihre
Schwestern
The Red Sheep of the Family
Jessica Mitford and her
sisters
608 pages with photographs. Hardcover
Publication date:
September 2014

Susanne Kippenberger
was born in 1957. She grew
up in Essen, the youngest of
artist Martin Kippenberger’s
four sisters. She writes
regularly for Die Zeit, among
others, and has been editor
of the Berliner Tagesspiegel since 1989. She is the
author of the celebrated
biographical portrait of her
brother, Kippenberger. Der
Künstler und seine Familien
(2007). Her latest book,
Am Tisch, was published in
2009. Susanne Kippenberger lives in Berlin.

BIO G RAP HY

© www.corn.at / Deuticke Verlag

BIOGRAPHY

»I would have liked to ask my father so
many questions…but who knows if
I could ever have plucked up the courage.«

René Freund contemplates his father’s wartime diary, grappling with issues most families prefer not to talk about and finding himself confronted by a vital question: is it possible to remain human in such murderous times?
Paris, August 1944 – the city is occupied by Hitler's Wehrmacht, but the days of German
rule are numbered: the Allied troops are advancing from the North and the Resistance
is progressively gaining ground. Eighteen-year-old Gerhard Freund is drafted into the
Wehrmacht – and in mid-August 1944 his unit is sent to take part in the Battle for Paris.
The young soldier experiences the futile brutality of the war at first hand – and promptly
deserts. He is arrested by the Resistance, but American soldiers save him from execution
in a back alley.
More than sixty years later, René Freund reads his prematurely deceased father’s wartime diary, combs the archives, talks to witnesses and goes to Paris in search of a clearer
picture of his father – and his own family history.

René Freund
Mein Vater, der Deserteur
Eine Familiengeschichte
My Father, the Deserter
– a family history
Deuticke Verlag
280 pages. Hardcover
Publication: August 2014

René Freund
born in 1967, is a writer
and translator living in
Upper Austria. After reading
philosophy, theatre studies
and ethnology, he worked
as dramatic advisor at the
Theater in der Josefstadt in
Vienna from 1988 to 1990. In
2013, Deuticke published his
novel Liebe unter Fischen.

Sales to Foreign Countries
Liebe unter Fischen: Georgia (Ibis), Italy (Piemme), Russia (Eksmo), Spain (Alfaguara)
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Even a century after his death, he still
remains an enigma: Rüdiger Görner sets off
on the trail of the legendary Georg Trakl.

Werner Scholem always
chose the hardest path.

Born in Berlin in 1895, he could have grown up to take over his parents' printing company. Instead, he joined the Socialist Workers' Youth, married a woman from the humblest
of backgrounds and earned his living as an editor of the Red Banner. Expelled from the
KPD for his criticism of Stalin and branded Public Enemy Number One by the Nazis as a
Communist and a Jew — despite the fact that unlike his famous brother Gershom he never
actively practised Judaism, he was murdered in the Buchenwald concentration camp in
1940.
Mirjam Zadoff has devoted herself to writing his biography based on eyewitness interviews and personal testimonies published here for the first time. More than anyone else,
Werner Scholem embodied the rifts in German society between the wars, making this
book emblematic of an era.

Werner Scholem – communist and Jew: a tragic life story provides
a new perspective on the 20th century
A highly evocative paradigm of the situation facing German
Jews before and after the rise of Hitler

BIO G RAP HY

Mirjam Zadoff		
Der rote Hiob
Das Leben des Werner
Scholem
Job the Red
The life of Werner Scholem
368 pages with photographs
Hardcover
Publication date:
August 2014

Mirjam Zadoff
was born in 1974 in
Innsbruck, read History
and Jewish Studies at the
University of Vienna and
received her PhD in Modern
and Contemporary History
in Munich. Today, she is a
lecturer at the Institute for
Jewish History and Culture
at the Ludwig Maximilian
University in Munich. Her
book Nächstes Jahr in Marienbad was awarded several
prestigious prizes.

Shortly after the outbreak of the First World War, Georg Trakl died in a military hospital
at the age of 29 from an overdose of cocaine. Did the poet commit suicide, traumatised by
the battle of Grodek? This is just one of many mysteries surrounding his life and work.
Drawing on Trakl’s work and our sketchy knowledge of his life, Rüdiger Görner offers
us a bold and convincing portrait of the enigmatic poet. Görner examines Trakl’s childhood in Salzburg, the uncomfortably close relationship with his sister Margarethe and his
fascination with death. He offers some surprising and fascinating new conclusions, for
instance pointing out that Trakl’s slim canon of work only marginally reflects the ruthless acceleration and increasing mechanization that characterised his time, and that his
poems exude an extraordinary serenity despite Trakl’s own restlessness.

Rüdiger Görner
Georg Trakl.
Dichter im Jahrzehnt
der Extreme
Georg Trakl
A poet in a decade of
extremes
Zsolnay Verlag
352 pages. Hardcover
Publication: July 2014

Rüdiger Görner
born 1957 in Rottweil, is
Professor of Contemporary
German Literature and
Cultural History at Queen
Mary College, University of
London. He writes regularly
for the Neue Zürcher Zeitung
and Die Presse. His books
include Klam. Erzählung
(2013), and with Zsolnay
Rainer Maria Rilke. Im Herzwerk der Sprache (2004).

»A marvellous biography. Its special merit lies in the remarkable sensitivity and meticulous
attention to detail with which the author has interpreted Trakl’s life and work, illuminating even the most cryptic ramifications of the poet’s inexorable descent into darkness.«
Fritz J. Raddatz, Die Welt

Sales to Foreign Countries
UK/USA (Pennsylvania UP)
Nächstes Jahr in Marienbad: Israel (Zalman Shazar Center), UK/USA (Pennsylvania UP)
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MUSIC

Alfred Brendel		
Wunderglaube und
Mißtonleiter
Hymns of Harmony
and Discord
128 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
July 2014

Alfred Brendel
was born in 1931 in Wiesenberg (Northern Moravia), and
lives in London. A worldfamous pianist, he has also
gained recognition for his
essays and poems. His
most recent works published
by Hanser are Nach dem
Schlußakkord (2010) and
A – Z eines Pianisten (2012).

Sales to Foreign Countries
A-Z eines Pianisten: I (Adelphi), F (Bourgois), SK (Hans Media), E (Quaderns Crema), UK/USA (Faber& Faber)

Listening to music is a creative process: on one hand,
you want to explore the musical work and understand it,
on the other you also want to fine-tune your awareness
in order to fathom what lies beyond the music and can
perhaps only be expressed through it. Hans Zender is
one of the most distinguished composers of our time, and
one of the few who also regularly write about music. This
book contains his deliberations on Anton Bruckner and
Bernd Alois Zimmermann among others, his thoughts
on spiritual music and reflections on the relationship
between music and language — as well as active involvement in current cultural policies.
Hans Zender's latest writings are suffused with a passionate philosophy: art should move us and we ought to
open our senses to the music of our times…
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There are 92 elements on Earth. Helium and
Fool's Gold features a text for each of the
Earth’s elements. It deals with the properties
and/or the discovery of the elements, playing
on their special strengths and capacities or
adapting their conduct to a literary context.
Florian Werner puts them under the microscope, studies them from all angles and fashions them into an extraordinary alchemy.

© Johanna Ruebel

As well as being a first class pianist, Alfred Brendel has
always known how to express himself in shining prose.
So it should come as no surprise that his discerning analysis of Beethoven, Schubert and other musical maestros
of the 18th and 19th centuries should extend to embrace
such masters of literature as Lichtenberg, Friedrich Hebbel and Jean Paul.
But despite his admiration of past greats Brendel is very
much a man of the present. The cinema has held a lifelong fascination for him, and although sceptical of all
mass cultural phenomena he has faith in the unifying power of music. The book also includes texts on Beethoven
and Schubert’s string quartets, two very different female
pianists — and an illuminating retrospective on Brendel's
own recordings.
Self-disclosure, critical insights into musical practice
and spirited observations on music, literature and film
from the great pianist’s pen.

L I T E R ARY S C I E N C E

Some stories react to others, others form surprising amalgams; some seem to dissolve
into thin air while most remain stable. But all the texts have one thing in common: they
describe the qualities of the elements and tell of life’s elementary experiences: birth,
death, toothache, bad language and hydrogen bombs, domineering fathers and earth mothers, flying priests and carnivorous plants, depressive cats and mice dancing on tables.
The result is a new, literary periodic table ranging from Au (Gold) to Zn (Zinc) in the form
of ingenious, curious and sometimes highly explosive stories.

Hans Zender		
Waches Hören. Über Musik
Sit up and Listen. On music
184 pages. Softcover
Publication date:
July 2014

Hans Zender
was born in 1936. He was
chief musical director of the
Hamburg State Opera and
professor at the Frankfurt
Conservatory. His books on
music include: Die Sinne
denken, Happy New Ears,
Wir steigen niemals in
denselben Fluss.

Florian Werner
Helium und Katzengold
92 Elementare Geschichten
Helium and Fool's Gold
92 Elementary stories
208 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
September 2014

Florian Werner
was born in 1971. An author
and journalist, he holds a
doctorate in American Studies. He lives in Berlin. His
previous publications with
Nagel and Kimche include
Die Kuh. Leben, Werk und
Wirkung (2009), Dunkle
Materie. Die Geschichte
der Scheiße (2011) and
Schüchtern. Bekenntnis zu
einer unterschätzten Eigenschaft (2012) and Verhalten
bei Weltuntergang (2013).

Bizarre, whimsical, whacky and entertaining – a literary chemistry set!

Sales to Foreign Countries
Die Kuh: Japan (Toyo Shorin), UK/USA (Greystone Books)
Dunkle Materie: Poland (Czarne), Spain (Tusquets)
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P ETE R S PORK
Whether we look at daylight saving time
(DST), shift work, or school beginning at 8
o'clock; we routinely disrupt our inner clock
and in doing so we ruin our health. The neurobiologist Peter Spork has transferred the
findings of science into our daily lives. For this
he devised an 8-point plan of how we can live
in harmony with the rhythm of nature.

© Tilman Frischling

We should not only abolish DST, we also need more light at the workplace, and presenteeism in the office must give way to a consideration of different chronotypes. »Wake up!« is
an energetic plea for the common journey into a well-rested society with less burnout and
depression, less lack of sleep and irritability, and less obesity and diabetes.

»A good sleep is one of the most important resources for your health and
well being. Scientific writer Peter Spork is a well-known and renowned expert
on chronobiology. This informative and appealing book offers a host of
important thoughts and ideas.«

Joachim Bauer, University Freiburg

Sales to Foreign Countries
Der zweite Code: Korea (Galmaemu), NL (Veen Magazines), Poland
(WAB Warschau), Russia (Lomonosov)
Das Schlafbuch: Korea (Galmaemu), NL (Veen Magazines), Poland
(WAB Warschau), Russia (Lomonosov)
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Peter Spork
Wake up!
Aufbruch in eine ausgeschlafene Gesellschaft
Wake up!
Journey Into a New Society
250 pages with illustrations.
Hardcover
Publication date:
September 2014

Peter Spork
was born in 1965 in
Frankfurt/Main and studied
biology, anthropology and
psychology in Marburg and
Hamburg. He was awarded
his doctorate degree in
neurobiology/bio-cybernetic
in Hamburg. Since 1991
Peter Spork has been working as a free-lance scientific journalist for the publications Die Zeit, Geo Wissen,
FAZ, NZZ, Süddeutsche
Zeitung, bild der wissenschaft. He is a coveted
speaker at company events
and medical congresses.
He is the author of several
popular science books that
have been translated into
nine languages. The titles
of some of his books are
The Clockwork of Nature,
The Book on Sleep, The
Second Code.
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Countless legends remain about the »last great mystery« of science, namely our brains.
Sometimes it is the perfect computer, then, we are told, we only use ten percent of its capacity. Sometimes, we are told, it can be trained like a muscle, then again it is empathic
or selfish, as the need arises. Needless to say, neuroscientists today have something to
say about everything – from education to nutrition – and often these comments are nonsense. The time has come to do away with our hang-ups about the brain! Henning Beck,
a neurobiologist and German champion in Science Slam, explains pointedly and with his
razor-sharp wit, why there is nothing to the myths of the male and female brains, brain
jogging, and brain food. We also learn about the recent discoveries in neuroscience. This
makes »Hare Brained!« a provocative and eye-opening book.
Science Slam: Since 2010 there has been an annual German Championship in Science
Slam. It is a scientific oral presentation tournament in which scientists present their research topics before an audience within a specified time. Mainly the Slam is a popular
communication of serious scientific content and the audience renders judgment. It considers scientific content, accessibility, and the entertainment value of the presentation.
Henning Beck is the winner of the science fair of 2012 with his presentation »Speed up
your Mind.«
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Henning Beck
Hirnrissig
Die 20,5 größten Neuromythen und wie unser
Gehirn wirklich tickt
Hare Brained
The 20.5 Biggest Neuro
Myths - And How Our
Brains Really Tick
260 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
August 2014

Henning Beck
was born in 1983 and lives
in Bernsheim. He studied
biochemistry in Tübingen.
Following graduation he
was a research fellow at the
Hertie-Institute for Clinical
Brain Research in Tübingen.
Next, he researched at the
Institute for Physiological
Chemistry in Ulm. He completed his doctoral degree in
September 2012 and started
delivering popular scientific lectures about subjects
such as brain research
and creativity. Beck was
voted German Champion in
Science Slam in Karlsruhe
in November 2012. In the
summer of 2013 his book
»Speed up your Mind« was
published at Springer Press.

POP U LAR SC I E NC E

Modern medicine transforms man into a large
technological project. Stem cells will be used
to create whole new organs with no need to
use embryos. The cure for Alzheimer's and
Parkinson's diseases suddenly seem possible
and the heart will become immortal.

© Verena Schäfer

© Sabine Lohmüller

POPULAR SCIENCE

One day man will need no more medicine; we will simply be renewed. But this biomedical
revolution has its dark side. Who will be able to afford the progress? Will this lead to a
two-class medicine, to a group who benefits from the development and one who does not?
Who will protect us from the swindlers who take advantage of diseases and set out to clone
humans?
Joachim Müller-Jung, the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung (FAZ) managing editor of Nature and Science, introduces us to the brave new world of engineering medicine that is
torn between perfection and humanity. It is a world that is closer than many of us like to
believe.

Joachim Müller-Jung
Das Ende der Krankheit
Die neuen Versprechen
der Medizin
The End of Sickness
The New Promises
of Medicine
280 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
August 2014

Joachim Müller-Jung
was born in 1964 in Heidelberg. He studied biology
in Heidelberg and Köln. In
1995 he began working at
the Frankfurter Allgemeine
Zeitung and has headed the
Nature and Science desk
since 2003.
www.facebook.com
/muellerjung

»Joachim Müller-Jung does a great job enlightening us regarding the breathtaking
molecular-biological advancement of man and medicine.« [...] He possesses the considerable talent to convey complicated facts in a clear and easy to read language.«
Susanne Billig, Deutschlandradio
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KLAU S WE RN E R-LOBO • HAN S WE I S S

The machinations of corporations – and what
we can do to curb them. A must-read for
the socially engaged consumer!

Fotos: © Paul Sturm / Arnold Pöschl

Large corporations have one goal above all others: maximum profit. Decent working conditions, ethical principles and environmental protection are more often than not secondary concerns. Schwarzbuch Markenfirmen remains a milestone of criticism on modern
globalization.
Financial and economic crises and progressive market concentration — with fewer than
150 multinational corporations dominating the global economy — have changed the world.
It’s high time for a new Blackbook.

»This book will hardly fail to provoke a reaction. It attacks corporations at their
most vulnerable point — their reputation.« Der Spiegel

The authors take a close look at the new generation of global multinationals — such as
Amazon, Facebook, Google and Apple — and their tax avoidance tricks, as well as re-examining some familiar classics such as McDonald›s and Coca-Cola. They make it clear that
each and every one of us can make a difference, as there is an ever-increasing arsenal of
weapons at our disposal to combat the growing threat of globalisation.

»Compiled by two journalists, Schwarzbuch Markenfirmen is a nonfiction thriller you won’t put
down in a hurry — and (even worse) it’s bound to linger in your mind.« Deutschland Radio
»What this book offers is nothing less than a blueprint for the future —
at least for democratic societies.« Frankfurter Rundschau
»A must-read for every socially conscious consumer.«

Günter Wallraff

»I have the utmost respect for the two authors. They have produced
an excellent, rousing work.« Jean Ziegler
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Revised and updated edition of the international bestseller

Klaus Werner-Lobo /
Hans Weiss
Schwarzbuch Markenfirmen
Die Welt im Griff der
Konzerne
Blackbook on Branded
Companies
Our world in the grip of
corporations
Deuticke Verlag
336 pages. Softcover
Publication:
September 2014

Klaus Werner-Lobo
born in Salzburg in 1967, is
an author and a local political councilor in Vienna. His
books include Prost Mahlzeit!
Essen und Trinken mit gutem
Gewissen (2000, in collaboration with H. Gupfinger and
G. Mraz), Schwarzbuch Öl
(2005, with T. Seifert), and
Uns gehört die Welt! Macht
und Machenschaften der
Multis (2010).
Hans Weiss
is a freelance journalist and
author living in Vienna, well
known for his undercover
journalism and bestsellers
such as Bittere Pillen (new
edition 2014), Korrupte
Medizin (2010), Schwarzbuch Landwirtschaft (2010),
Schönheit. Die Versprechen
der Beauty-Industrie (2011),
Tatort Kinderheim (2012) and
Schwarzbuch ÖBB (2013).
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HAN NO BEC K

•

ALOYS P RI NZ

The unholy alliance of state, federal reserve
and financial markets has led us into the
financial abyss. The value of our currency, our
assets and the whole economy are in jeopardy.

Fotos: © Carl Hanser Verlag

The central banks of the world have lost their independence and have become hostages
to politics. The citizens, taxpayers, and savers are the victims because the continuing low
interest rates eat up their savings. The deluge of cheap central bank money creates new
dangerous bubbles, and the bailouts for ailing banks is out of bounds.
Hanno Beck and Aloys Prinz enlighten us, without using technical jargon and formulas,
how money, commercial and central banks really work and what it all means for us. And
most of all they tell us why politicians must stop playing with our money like there is no
tomorrow.

»Germans have huge assets but also match the uncertainty of what to do with them. This book
illuminates the shady intricacies of the financial crisis and it does an excellent job enlightening
the reader about the questions: What is money? How does it do its work in the interplay between
Federal Reserves and business banks? Do we face inflation in the long term because of the bloated
state of the central banks? The authors show how money influences and confuses, and they give
advice which irrational financial behavior we must avoid. This is a truly suspenseful read;
sometimes entertaining, sometimes scary.«

Philip Plickert, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

»Anyone who has savings should read this book, because we learn how we will lose it due to
the Euro crisis and the purported bailouts. We will not be able to sleep well after we have read this
book. On the other hand, we will be able to develop private and political defense strategies.
This is a very readable book with important insights.«
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Hans -Werner Sinn

Sales to Foreign Countries
Geld denkt nicht: China (Grand China Publishing House), Korea
(Woongjin Thinkbig Co. Ltd.), Poland (Kurhaus Publishing), Romania (Editura Globo)

Hanno Beck / Aloys Prinz
Die große Geldschmelze
Wie Politik und Notenbank
unser Geld ruinieren
The Great Money
Melt-Down
How Politicians and
Bankers Ruin our Money
220 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
August 2014

Hanno Beck
born in 1966, was a member of the the economics
department at the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung
until 2006. Since then he
has been a Professor of
Economics and Economic
Policy at the University of
Pforzheim. Hanno Beck
is the author of numerous
books, including Der Alltagsökonom (The Everyday
Economist); the work Geld
denkt nicht (Money Does
Not Think), was published
at Hanser in 2012.
Aloys Prinz
born in 1956, was a Professor of Business Policy at
the Johannes Gutenberg
University Mainz from the
end of 1993 to the spring
of 2000. Since April 2000
he has been a Professor
of Financial Science at
the University of Münster,
Germany.
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The world has gone wrong: Bonds used to be considered safe and stocks risky; nowadays
the reverse seems to be true. The highly developed Western countries are drowning in
debt and the highly rated emerging markets are weak. Many of us fall for popular slogans
that proclaim that the gold standard guarantees stability, a high supply of money leads to
higher inflation, or that deflation is a disaster. But much of these is wrong. Martin Hüfner
picks up the key questions about money and the economy and explains them so that everyone can understand.
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Martin Hüfner
40 Geld-Fallen, die sie
besser vermeiden
40 Money Traps That You
Had Better Avoid
Why All We Know About
The Economy Is Wrong
250 pages. Softcover
Publication date:
August 2014

Martin Hüfner
was born in 1942. He has
worked for many years as
Chief Economist and Senior
Economist at HypoVereinsbank and Deutsche Bank.
In Brussels, he headed the
prestigious Economic and
Monetary Committee of the
European Chief Economists
Today he is an independent
consultant. He has written
numerous articles for The
New York Times, Wall Street
Journal, Financial Times,
and major newspapers in
Germany and Switzerland.
Martin Hüfner lives near
Munich.

ECONOMY

Germany likes to see herself as a happy
island of stability in the uncertain sea of
Europe. The Germans pride themselves on
their economic performance and the fact that
during the last crisis they have suffered little.
They celebrate the sharp drop in unemployment
of the past years as a complete success – and
rightly so. But the rosy picture is flawed.

© Carl Hanser Verlag

The financial crisis has shaken the world to
its core. Many people no longer understand
how the economy works – and what that it
actually means to them. Martin Hüfner uses
the form of a fictitious e-mail exchange to
answer the question of the worried investor.

© Carl Hanser Verlag

ECONOMY

To mention just a few facts that run counter to her economic success: since 2000, the
German economy grew significantly less than other European economies and two out of
three German workers today are worse off than 15 years ago. Many experts believe that
the economy and the state are living off their substance. Marcel Fratzscher puts his finger
on the spot and identifies the main shortcomings that can be dangerous for our future,
especially our notoriously weak investment. He also dispels the illusion that we would be
better off without Europe.

»Marcel Fratzscher is building a bridge for our economic literacy. He bridges the narrow divide between German illusions and European visions. The intention of this book
is to keep everybody from being pulled down the rapids: Germany, Europe, but most of
all the citizens of Europe. This is a must-read for anyone who thinks that on the grand
scheme of things there are still large European countries. It is also a well-documented
study for Europe either to split apart and perish or to unite and prosper. I, like the author, favor the latter.« Jean-Claude Junker, designated President of the European Commission
»This book makes you think. Marcel Fratzscher tells us which problems we must tackle. I have read the book with great gain.« Sigmar Gabriel, Federal Secretary of Labor and Energy

Marcel Fratzscher
Die Deutschland-Illusion
Warum wir unsere
Wirtschaft überschätzen und
Europa brauchen
The Germany Illusion
Why We Overrate Our
Economy and Why We
Need Europe
250 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
September 2014

Marcel Fratzscher
was born in 1971 and studied in Kiel, Bonn, Oxford,
Harvard and Florence. In
his career he worked at the
European Central Bank and
the Harvard Institute for
International Development
in Jakarta. Today he serves
as the President of the German Institute for Economic
Research (DIW Berlin) and
is Professor of Macroeconomics and Finance at the
Humboldt University Berlin.
Marcel Fratzscher lives in
Berlin.
www.fratzscher.eu
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BAC K LI ST H I G H LI G HTS N O N - F I CTI O N
Peter Bieri
Eine Art zu lebem
Über die Vielfalt menschlicher Würde
Dignity as a way of life – A treatise on the diversity of human dignity
Hanser Verlag. 384 pages
Dignity is mankind’s greatest asset, but what exactly does it entail? Peter Bieri adopts the approach of an observer: in
what situations do we preserve our dignity and when do we risk losing it? Drawing on examples from both everyday
life and literature, he develops a concept of human dignity as the fulcrum upon which our attitude towards ourselves
and our interaction with others hinges. Bieri concludes that far from being an abstract ideal, dignity is nothing less
than a way of life. A major work of philosophy that nevertheless caters to a wider audience; a book that addresses a
central theme of human existence.
Essay Prize “Tractatus” 2014
Sales to Foreign Countries
France (Libella), Korea (Eunhaengnamu), Netherlands (Wereldbibliotheek), UK/USA (Polity Press)

Hanno Charisius / Richard Friebe
Bund fürs Leben – Warum Bakterien unsere Freunde sind
Together for Life – Why bacteria are our friends
Hanser Verlag. 330 pages
There is a great impact of bacteria on our health, our mood, and our thinking. As we continually gain new knowledge
about how bacteria control our appetite with chemical signals and how they can strengthen or weaken our immune
system one wonders – who's in in charge in our bodies?
After reading this book we will be able to distinguish »good« and »bad« bacteria and we will have learned all the
tricks for living a healthy and peaceful life together with our intimate tenants.
Shortlisted Science Book of the Year 2014

Günther Sandner
Otto Neurath
A political Biography
Paul Zsolnay Verlag. Biography. 352 pages with illustrations
Otto Neurath (188 - 1945) was a member of the legendary Vienna Circle and made his name as an economist and the
inventor of isotype, the seminal iconic visual language. This book presents the first biography of this highly unorthodox intellectual and polymath.
American cultural historian William Johnston described Otto Neurath as »one of the most neglected 20th century
geniuses«. In this book, Günther Sandner sets out a comprehensive portrait of Neurath the dedicated enlightener and
sceptical utopian, the man who worked as a sociologist and economist, pedagogue and philosopher of science as well
as a museum director and filmmaker. The link that joined these seemingly incongruous elements of Neurath›s life
was his political commitment. He fought for the socialization of the economy in revolutionary Bavaria as well as in
»Red Vienna«. Otto Neurath left the pictograms he devised during his exile in Holland and Great Britain to posterity,
and isotype is still the definitive international pictorial language to this day.

Christian Felber
Geld. Die neuen Spielregeln
Money. The Rules of the Game
Deuticke Verlag. 304 pages
Christian Felber, who stirred up a sensation with Economy for the Common Good (Gemeinwohl-Ökonomie), sets out a
detailed and lucid strategy for a new monetary order. The Common Good Bank could function as a »private prototype«,
paving the way for ethical transactions; an establishment whose first customers will initiate a process whereby money
will at last take its rightful place as »a tool that can be used to promote equality, general welfare and a better quality
of life for everyone.«

Sales to Foreign Countries
Spain (Planeta) , Catalonia (Miret)
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ROTRAUT S U SAN N E BE RN E R
Bring on Christmas —
Little Charlie
can’t wait!

Christmas: the most fabulous family festival of all! Now, at long last, children can share
it with Little Charlie.

Every Christmas Eve it’s the same story: »Can I open my presents yet?« asks Little
Charlie the moment he wakes up. And as soon as he’s finished his breakfast he wants to
know how long it’ll be until nightfall. It’s just as well there’s a blanket of snow outside
and Little Charlie can let off steam playing in it. But instead of building a snowman, he
digs and digs until he’s cleared a large space in the garden. Then he goes looking for
the bright and colourful garden lanterns they used in summer. »What do you want those
for?« his puzzled father asks, surprised. »To light the runway I’ve just made for Santa’s
sleigh, of course,« Little Charlie replies.
And later, when Charlie is unwrapping his present in the living room, he finds that all
his hard work has been well worthwhile...

Volume 11 of the popular and bestselling Little Charlie series
More than 300,000 Little Charlie books sold
Everyday child-friendly stories
Read more on www.rotraut-susanne-berner.de

Rotraut Susanne Berner
Karlchen freut sich
auf Weihnachten
Little Charlie Can’t Wait
for Christmas
18 pages. Board
Format: 15 x 21 cm
From age 3
Publication date:
September 2014

Rotraut Susanne Berner
author and illustrator of
numerous books for children
and young readers, has
already produced ten volumes of the hugely popular
Little Charlie series. The
winner of numerous awards,
in 2006 she received the
German Prize for Young
Readers Literature in
recognition of a lifetime’s
outstanding work.

S P R I N G 2014
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AN U STOH N E R • H E N RI KE WI LSON

The Scatterbrained Little Witch is having breakfast with the blue rabbit when it suddenly dawns on her: »Oh dear!« she cries, »Today is my birthday!« She’d almost
forgotten all about it…

© Henrike Wilson

She’s really a fairly normal witch – just a bit shorter and more scattier than most. You
have to celebrate a round birthday – especially if it’s your ninety-ninth — with delicious
food and lots and lots of guests. And so she gets cracking with her spells straight away.
But she accidentally turns her birthday cake into a birthday sausage – which won’t
go with the cocoa! So she decides to make apple sherbet instead – but that spell goes
wrong too and she conjures up a whole orchard! Never mind all that, now she must go
and invite all the guests personally – but she loses her broomstick on the way! While
searching for her most valuable possession, the Scatterbrained Little Witch and her blue
rabbit get lost in the woods. Everything seems to be going wrong! Dejected, the two of
them decide to follow the forest animals, who are on their way to a party. Where’s the
party taking place? In the scatterbrained little witch’s house, of course!

Happy Birthday,
Scatterbrained
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Little Witch!

Picture books by Anu Stohner und Henrike Wilson – over 150,000 copies sold
to date

Sales to Foreign Countries
France (Seuil)

Anu Stohner /
Henrike Wilson
Die kleine Schusselhexe
hat Geburtstag
The Scatterbrained Little
Witch has a Birthday
32 pages, Hardcover
Format: 21 x 29,7 cm
From age 4
Publication date:
September 2014

Anu Stohner
born in 1952 in Helsinki, is
a freelance writer and translator living in Altflussheim on
the Rhine. Hanser published
her Christmas Mice books
(2009-2011), as well as the
Littlest Santa series (20022010) and the Charlotte
the Brave Sheep collection
(2005-2011).
Henrike Wilson
was born in Cologne in 1961
and studied graphic design
and painting there. She now
lives in the Taunus region
near Frankfurt working as
a fulltime illustrator. After
the Littlest Santa books and
the Sheep Charlotte series,
this is the third Anu Stohner
series she has illustrated.
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HAN S TRAXLE R
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The Lohmeiers adopt a kitten so that they’ll always have someone to talk to. But the
cat just keeps growing and growing…
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Mr Lohmeier and his wife felt lonely in their house until they took in the last and smallest
kitten from the farmer’s litter. How cute he was! They called him Willi, because cats
respond well to names with lots of »i’s« in them. But Willi just wouldn’t stop growing
— before long he was taking up the whole of the car’s passenger seat and Mr Lohmeier
had to give up his beloved midday-nap couch as Willi kept getting bigger and bigger.
Rumours started spreading: »There’s a monster living at the Lohmeiers!« Trappers and
TV teams appear on the scene, but the Lohmeiers have no intention of giving up their
beloved Willi. Then one day Willi spots a little red cat in the garden through the window
and falls in love with her. The trouble is he’s too big to get out! But when Willi wants
something, he’s sure to find a way of getting it…

The ideal gift for cat lovers big and small

Nothing is impossible,
especially in matters of the heart!
»Hans Traxler is Germany’s most visual
and subtle satirist.« Heribert Prantl, Süddeutsche Zeitung
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Hans Traxler
Willi – Der Kater, der
immer größer wurde
Willi – the Tomcat Who
Wouldn’t Stop Growing
32 pages. Hardcover
Format 24 x 32 cm
From age 4
Publication date:
May 2014

Hans Traxler
celebrated his 85th birthday
on 21st May 2014. He studied painting in Frankfurt on
the Main and has been living
there since 1951. The local
Caricatura Museum displays
the work of the New Frankfurt School, of which Traxler
is a founding member. He
contributes cartoons to
Pardon, Titanic and numerous other magazines on a
regular basis. As well as his
own books, he has enriched
many classics including
Eugen Roth with his illustrations, and his repertoire also
extends to picture books.

Sales to Foreign Countries
France (La Joie de Lire)
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C LAU DIA SC H RE I BE R • SYBI LLE H E I N

© Sybille Hein

The sultan thinks it’s great fun to just laze about. Doing nothing at all is his favourite
pastime – as long as there’s plenty of servants around to cater to his every whim. But
what happens when he’s left to look after himself with no survival skills whatsoever?
The delightfully funny roadtrip of an utterly clueless sovereign who has been stripped
of all his powers…

The sultan has been lazy, indolent and carefree for as long as he can remember. He’s
looked after by 100 women and he’s got his servant Scumbag to heave him up onto a
pile of cushions whenever he fancies. But this idle idyll comes to an abrupt end when a
pretender has his eye set on the throne. The old sultan has no choice but to vacate his
palace overnight. But where can he go? How will he live? Will he be able to survive at
all? These questions could drive the sultan to despair if it wasn’t for his trusty servant
Scumbag, the proud owner of a little house with an overgrown garden. He has plenty
of work and is well versed in the ways of the world —at least he doesn’t run around in
pointy slippers thinking that eggs grow on trees…

How a spoiled and lazy sultan
blossoms into a streetwise

The long-awaited sequel to Sultan & Kotzbrocken, the funniest ruler-servant
duo in children’s literature

Claudia Schreiber /
Sybille Hein
Sultan und Kotzbrocken in
einer Welt ohne Kissen
The Sultan and Scumbag in
a World without Cushions
96 pages. Hardcover
Format: 16 x 24 cm
From age 6
Publication date:
August 2014

Claudia Schreiber
born in 1958, was an editor,
reporter and presenter for
SWR and ZDF before going
on to write novels, nonfiction and children’s books.
Her work has been adapted
for the theatre, TV and
cinema. Hanser published
her debut children’s book,
Sultan & Kotzbrocken, in
2004.
Sybille Hein
born in 1970, works as a
children’s author, cabaret
artist and designer. She
is the recipient of several
major cabaret awards and
her illustrations won her the
Austrian Prize for Young
Reader’s Literature. Sybille
Hein lives in Berlin with her
husband and two children.

survival artist
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CHILDREN’S FICTION

A collection of Jutta
Richter’s popular poems
with new illustrations
by Aljoscha Blau

There are times when no song brings solace and no story consoles. But for those who
really can’t find sleep, there’s always the Angels of the Night…

We’ve all known the night terrors; the fear that strikes before you go to sleep — and
that’s just what the child in this book is suffering from. Every evening, the child lies
terrified of the long dark night ahead, even though his mother does her best to soothe
him with the song of the Fourteen Angels. And the man is sleepless too. Neither milk
and honey nor his wife’s soft touch can help him find sleep. When the two insomniacs find each other they discover that »when two people are happy together their joy
grows, and when two share their fear, that fear shrinks«. The poems about the Angels
of the Night work wonders; every one of them helps in its own way: the Midnight Angel, the Angel of the Spirits, the Angel of Denial, the Angel of Stories, the Springtime
Angel and the Angel of Slowness.
A very special bedtime book!

The incredible
journey of a clever
and resourceful
mynah bird
Jutta Richter /
Aljoscha Blau
Abends will ich
schlafen gehen
When I Lay Me Down
to Sleep
64 pages. Hardcover
Format: 16 x 24 cm
From age 8
Publication date:
September 2014

Jutta Richter
was born in 1955 and
lives in a river castle in the
Munsterland region. Her
many awards include the
German Prize for Young
Readers Literature. Hanser
has published most of her
books, most recently Ich
bin hier bloß der Hund and
Helden.
Aljoscha Blau
was born in Leningrad in
1972. He studied illustration
in Hamburg and now lives
in Berlin. His paintings have
won him many awards, including the Troisdorf Picture
Book Award, the German
Prize for Young Readers
Literature and the Bologna
Ragazzi Award.
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Uwe Timm
Die Piratenamsel
The Blackbird Pirate

The side-splitting adventures of a talking bird – now with new illustrations by Axel
Scheffler

112 pages. Hardcover
From age 10
Publication date:
September 2014

»I’m not a crow, and I’m no rook either. I’m a mynah bird and my name is Padde.«
He’s witty and clever; he can roar like a tiger and swear like a sailor. The wily bird
has travelled all the way from the Indian jungle to Hamburg. In Schulte’s pet shop, a
little girl names him the Blackbird Pirate because of the yellow stripe on his head—but
she’s not allowed to keep him and he scares off any lady who might want to buy him
with his obscene language and offensive behaviour. Before he turns into a permanent
fixture in the pet shop, Padde is donated to the zoo along with Störtebecker the parrot
and a vain cockatoo. But the wily mynah escapes, only to wind up in the clutches of
an animal ventriloquist – and his voracious tomcat. Padde escapes once more – and
then he meets the little girl who named him on a river barge and finally finds a new
home with her.

Uwe Timm
born in 1940 in Hamburg,
is one of the most prolific German writers on
the contemporary literary
scene. He currently lives
in Munich. The world of
children’s literature has been
greatly enriched by his work:
Rennschwein Rudi Rüssel,
Die Zugmaus, and Der
Schatz auf Pagensand.
Axel Scheffler
was born in 1957 in
Hamburg, studied at Bath
Academy of Arts and
now lives in London. His
humorous illustrations are
known and loved the world
over. In collaboration with
Julia Donaldson he created
The Gruffalo, a modern
children’s classic.
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A good moan gets it all out of your system. That’s Maulina Schmitt’s philosophy, anyway – and she’s the cheekiest, most irrepressible moaner under the sun.

© Denise Henning

But now it’s all or nothing: major confidences and phenomenal, top-secret soup recipes.
It’s about the stars in the firmament, infinity – it’s about life and death.
All of a sudden there’s a bustle of jolly activity in Moldavia, Maulina’s beloved old home.
Her father has moved in with his new family! Maulina takes over the attic above, setting
up a moan-tropolis all her own! There’d be room for everyone if they wanted to come:
her brother Paul, his dog Kurt, her turtles Lenny and Roy, her father and even her mother Klara; somehow or other they could all fit in.
Back in Plasticville where Paulina actually lives with her mother, wheelchair-bound Rolf
loses his job – which is not good news – and Klara’s illness is going from bad to worse.
Maulina would need to learn how to work magic because nothing else is going to help.
But how and where do you pick up a skill like that?

»The great thing
about

Maulina is

that no matter what tragedy befalls

always a funny
side to her escapades.«

her, there’s

The conclusion of the new trilogy by the two winners of the German Prize for Young
Readers’ Literature.

A feel-good book full of warmth and humour starring a delightfully unconventional, self-possessed young heroine

Finn-Ole Heinrich /
Rán Flygenring
Die erstaunlichen Abenteuer
der Maulina Schmitt
Ende des Universums
The Amazing and
Astonishing Adventures
of Maulina Schmitt
Volume 3: The End
of the Universe
208 pages. Hardcover
From age 10
Publication date:
August 2014

Finn-Ole Heinrich
was born near Hamburg in
1982 and studied cinematography and fine art in
Hanover. He has been working as a freelance author in
Hamburg (and frequently
on trains) since 2009. He
has recently been awarded
the Hamburg Lessing Prize
Bursary.
Rán Flygenring
was born in 1987 and
spends most of her time
in Iceland. She studied in
Reykjavik, Basle and Berlin
and graduated from the
Iceland Academy of the Arts.
She works as a graphic
designer and illustrator in
Reykjavik and worldwide.

Katrin Hörnlein, Die Zeit
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Charlotte Inden
Operation 5 Minus
Operation Snow White

None of this would have happened if Matze wasn’t so hopeless at maths. He really did
give it his best shot; night after night he swotted over his textbooks until the numbers
seemed to run off the page before his very eyes. But all his efforts were in vain. He was
in serious danger of missing the pass mark and having to repeat the entire year – and
then his friend Gogol came up with this really crazy idea…

© Gustavo Alàbiso

At first it was just a daft joke. If only there was a way to force old Biglmaier not to fail
Matze. After all, everyone has a weak spot – and in Biglmaier’s case it was his daughter.
What if they kidnapped her and told him he wouldn’t see her again till he raised Matze’s
grade to the pass mark? They could hide her in the cottage in the woods, with running
water and all the home comforts. It’d be a really luxurious abduction!
No one is quite sure how the hare-brained scheme grew from idea to reality, but soon
Gogol, Matze, Laurenz, the Earl and Jo find themselves stuck in the middle of Operation
»Snow White«. And once the plan has been set in motion, there’s no going back…

170 pages, Hardcover
From age 11
Publication date:
September 2014

Charlotte Inden
was born in 1979 and
studied German, history of
art and film and television
studies in Marburg, London
and Strasbourg. She lives
with her husband and son
in Karlsruhe, working as an
editor for a daily newspaper.
Hanser published her young
adult novel Anna und Anna
in 2013.

What’s the cure

for bad grades?
Kidnapping the
maths teacher’s daughter!
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KI LIAN LEYPOLD

Foto: © Peter-Andreas Hassiepen, Illu: Artem Kostyukevich

They live in the same neighbourhood, yet they’re worlds apart. The Crows and the
Rats have been enemies ever since the world was divided into rich and poor. Then one
day a stone triggers a do-or-die contest.

A street of contrasts,
two enemy gangs and
a stone that brings peace
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The Crows – dreamy Murz, his little sister Kralle, raven-black Teer and strong-willed
Flac – live on the posh side of Mettenstrasse in family-owned condominiums. The Rats
live across the road in council flats: Güncal the Turk, beautiful Roya, taciturn Hunne and
towering Matze – gang leader and schemer, constantly taking measure of the world to
be master of all he surveys. They stage their battles in the nearby city forest, the Crows’
secret hideout. Then one day a dispute over a stone is to settle the issue of supremacy
once and for all. If the stone weighs in at more than one kilo at the Office of Weights and
Measures, the Crows win; if it weighs less, the Rats will come out on top. This marks the
beginning of a contest of the powers of imagination, estimation and insight.
A gripping gang warfare story reminiscent of War of the Buttons and the The Flying
Classroom.

Kilian Leypold
Krähen gegen Ratten
Der Bandenkrieg
von Murz und Matze
Crows vs Rats
Murz and Matze’s gang war
256 pages. Hardcover
From age 12
Publication date:
August 2014

Kilian Leypold
was born in Nuremberg in
1968 and works as a freelance journalist and author
for the children’s section of
Bavarian State Broadcasting
radio. He writes narratives
and radio plays. His debut
novel for young readers,
Tiger unter der Stadt, was
published in 2010, followed
in 2011 by the illustrated
children’s book Bulle und
Pelle. His work has won
him the Nuremberg Culture
Houses Literature Prize and
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»This is a book
every schoolchild
ought to read.«
Volker Ullrich, Die Zeit

Manfred Mai brings modern history alive in a unique amalgamation of historical expertise
and narrative skill

That’s what distinguishes this book from run-of-the mill history textbooks and also
makes it an ideal complement to lessons. This new edition has been revised and updated to include a comprehensive index of names and subjects as well as additional
chapters on:
– China, the new superpower
– the expansion of Europe
– the Euro crisis
– new aspects of the Middle East conflict
– the Arab Spring
– finance and capitalism
– climate change

More than 150,000 copies sold
Translated into 13 languages to date
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Manfred Mai
Weltgeschichte
Aktualisierte und
erweiterte Ausgabe
World History – updated and
extended new edition
240 pages. Hardcover
From age 12
Publication date:
September 2014

Manfred Mai
was born in 1949 in the
Swabian Alb region, where
he still lives today. After
studying political science,
German and history, he went
on to work as a teacher for
several years. From 1984
onwards, he has devoted
himself full time to writing
and has since published 150
books for children, young
readers and adults. His
works have been translated
into more than 25 languages. His history books are
recognized by professionals
and used widely by young
readers.
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